MEMS gyroscope performs as a sort of sensor to detect angular velocity, with diverse applications in engineering including vehicle and intelligent traffic etc. A balanced vibration of driving module excited by electrostatic driving signal is the base MEMS gyroscope's performance. In order to analyze the linear property of vibration in MEMS Gyroscope, a method of computer vision measuring is applied with the help of high-speed vidicon to obtain video of linear vibration of driving module in gyroscope, under the driving voltage signal of inherent frequency and amplitude linearly increasing. By means of image processing, target identifying, and motion parameter extracting from the obtained video, vibration curve with time variation is acquired. And then, linearity of this vibration system can be analyzed by focusing on the amplitude value of vibration responding to the amplitude variation of driving voltage signal.
Introduction
MEMS gyroscope performing as a sort of sensor to detect angular velocity possesses many excellent characters, such as small size, little weight, low power loss, high capacity for resisting over loading, and finer environment adaptability. It has diverse applications in engineering including vehicle, intelligent traffic, and nanotechnology etc. Linear vibration MEMS gyroscope, which performs in different principium from traditional gyroscope, works in this way that the driving module is kept a balanced linear vibration in x axis direction, an angular velocity on z axis could be detected by Coriolis force measuring in y axis direction. So stability and linearity of the vibration of driving module is the predominant factor for angular velocity detection and gyroscope's performance. In order to evaluate the linearity of the vibration system of driving module in working state, this paper initiates a particular method of computer vision measuring system. Firstly, motion video of the vibration in gyroscope is obtained by high-speed vidicon under the condition that the driving module is impelled by driving voltage signal of inherent frequen-cy and amplitude linearly increasing. This motion video represents the displacement of driving detecting comb and their joint micro-structure in gyroscope corresponding to the impelling voltage signal. Secondly, the vibration curve with time variation can be acquired by means of image processing, target identifying and motion parameter extracting from the obtained video in computer image processing system. And then, relationship between the amplitude of this vibration and the amplitude of driving voltage signal can be regarded as response output and its input for a testing system 1 , and the linearity of driving module in micro-gyroscope can be analyzed.
Design of measuring system based on computer vision technology
Computer micro vision system (CMVS) is a typical photoelectric measurement technology. It possesses many excellent characters such as non signal disturb, high distinguish ratio, accurate pitch position etc 2 , and is very suitable for measuring the vibration characteristic parameter for the driving module in micro-gyroscope. In most accessible literature, CMVS applied in vibration detection for micro-gyroscope is mostly focus on combining with stroboscopic imaging technology. [3] [4] [5] Abiding by the principle that measuring method should matches and serves the test objective and their parameter peculiarity to measure, high-speed vidicon is used to obtain motion video of the driving module in testing process for study on dynamic characteristic of micro-gyroscope. After that, effectual image processing of computer vision technology is used to achieve the time-related motion curve, and herefrom, dynamic characteristic parameter can be analyzed and calculated.
Combinations for computer vision measuring system
The combined computer vision measuring system (CVMS) is shown as 
Calibration of vision measuring system and related settings
Calibrating for the vision measuring system is the basic preparation for CVMS. To calibrate the vision measuring system is to make certain the corresponding relationships between the position of imaging point in digital image and the actual location in microstructure for observed objects, and the relationships between the number of pixels occupied by observed objects and their actual size. The motion targets to measure in micro-gyroscope are focused on the driving detecting comb and their joint components such as bow-like driving beam which are vibrating in 2D plane. In this plane, the observed targets are vertical to the optical axis of imaging system, and the optical path of imaging is very short. So the imaging system used for vibration measuring for micro-gyroscope can be guaranteed as a pinhole camera (fitting in with the central projection relations). In this way, measuring precision error produced by imaging geometry distortion or imaging noise can be neglected. 6 The observed motion targets is focused on driving detecting comb and their joint components such as bow-like driving beam, driving outer frame which their structure dimension has been surveyed accurately. So calibration of this vision measuring system can be carried out and the calibrating value can be defined by self-reference calibration approach 7 in which the cor-responding relationship between actual dimensions and the sizes of pixels occupied by these structures in image is calculated from the known parameters of these micro-structures in micro-gyroscope.
Frame frequency of the high-speed vidicon set to shoot video of the vibration in micro-gyroscope should be considered synthetically, for the frequency of this vibration is very high (about 4000Hz). In evidence, higher the frame frequency of the vidicon set, more entire and more exact the video could mirror the actual motion of the high-speed vibration, and more correct is the obtained consults by means of image processing method. However, to increase the frame frequency will decrease obviously the exposure time and light intensity for the image, and it will reduce the image quality and might cause the analyzed results fulfilled by much noise. In order to obtain the optimal image quality, frame frequency of the vidicon should be decided through a great deal of experiments, adequately considering the inherent frequency of micro gyroscope and lighting conditions of the imaging system. Experimental results prove that the optimal frame frequency is about 30000~40000 fps while the inherent frequency of micro-gyroscope is about 4000Hz.
Image processing and analysis of CVMS
The AVI motion video file shot by high-speed vidicon is in fact a series of static images whose time interval is just the reciprocal of frame frequency of vidicon setting. 
Linearity testing and analysis for micro-gyroscope driving module
An essential feature of MEMS gyroscope is the distinct different between two stiffness bolstering vibration (v) Linearity of driving module in micro-gyroscope can be researched based on this data relationship, and maximum variation of amplitude, linear least squares estimate, maximum deviation can be counted. Fig.4 gives the vibration response of the driving module vibration system to the driving voltage signal 10 . Fig.4a shows the vibration displacement time-variation curve processed by and gotten as a result of CVMS. In this figure, two intact varying periods of the displacement curve shows accurately the corresponding relation to the scan period of driving voltage signal. For the high-frequency vibration, a great deal of data points is generated and heap up in this figure. Fig.4b gives a part-enlarged picture of the curve in Fig.4a to observe the waveform details in an observing window.
Vibration response to the driving voltage signal
Compare the amplitudes of vibration displacement in Fig.4a and the amplitudes of driving voltage signal in 
Linearity analysis for vibration system of micro-gyroscope
Least square fitting method is most commonly used in datum line fitting for linearity assessing. Fit the data of corresponding amplitudes shown in Fig.5 by least square fitting method, a datum line to assess the linear relationship between the vibration amplitude response and its driving voltage excitation can be expressed as: driving  module  can  be  calculated  as: L=1.1174/6.0=18.62%.
Conclusions
Computer vision measuring system based on high-speed vidicon is an effective solution for motion detecting and dynamic characteristic analyzing for micro-gyroscope in working state. Vibration displacement time-related curve can be obtained directly by CVMS from the actual behaving video of the vibration targets.
In this way, more dynamic characteristic parameter for the vibration system of driving module in micro-gyroscope can be analyzed and calculated. CVMS method is used to assess the linearity of response and its excitation for driving module in micro-gyroscope at working condition. Conclusions by this way could be proved efficient and accurate.
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